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The existing scholarship on the legal rights of colonial indentured servants does not yet
have a dominant interpretation. Some historians have examined colonial court records of
the Chesapeake region and found that indentured servants had the right to sue their
masters for a variety of reasons, and did so on numerous occasions. These scholars have
concluded that servants enjoyed legal protection and were equals with their masters in the
eyes of the law. Historians that look elsewhere--in newspaper runaway advertisements
and manuscript material, for example--find that servants were not so highly regarded.
Evidence that servants were frequently abused and sometimes killed leads this other
segment of historians to conclude that indentured servitude was barely better than slavery,
getting worse as the eighteenth century progressed. Research into the court records of
York County, Virginia, has affirmed part of each interpretation. Servants did indeed sue
their masters, and won more often than not. But servants were also brought before the
court for punitive action on a regular basis. The records point toward social stratification
within the servant class, a phenomenon heretofore unidentified. As the eighteenth century
advanced, skilled servants and apprentices enjoyed an elevated status. They sued
abusive masters successfully, and were rarely punished by the legal system. Unskilled
convict laborers, a growing segment of servitude in the 1700s, suffered from a continually
degrading status. These individuals absorbed the brunt of legal sanction. With this
analysis of the York County records we gain more understanding of colonial indentured
servitude in the Chesapeake, as well as a synthesis of disparate interpretations of servant
social status.
1Mary Clark by her petition setting forth that she was bound ... to Richard
Hurst, that her time of servitude is long since expired and that the said
Hurst refuseth to pay her freedom dues, ordered that the said Hurst be
summoned to appear & answer the ... petitioner at the next court.'
An indentured servant of the eighteenth-century Chesapeake petitioning her
master-Clark won the case and received a thirty-five schilling payment from
Hurst-challenges common assumptions about servitude and the master/servant
relationship. Indentured servitude undoubtedly has a spectrum of associations,
ranging from a fair and beneficial opportunity for poor Europeans to a harsh
system that exploited those who had no other options. Does evidence that
servants sued their masters prove that indentured servitude was a fair and
mutually beneficial regime?
Other servant entanglements with the law counter a benign conception of
indentured servitude, such as when Benjamin Catton petitioned against
Jane Tomson his servant setting forth that she hath lately been delivered of
a bastard child and that he hath been at great expense and trouble ... and
praying relief, ordered that the said Jane Tomson serve her said master 1
whole year over & above the time she is to serve him by indenture ....
Tomson's prosecution for having a child while under indenture was routine; many
servant women throughout the British colonies would be fined, sentenced to more
time, or worse, for the same offense. Similarly, there were numerous cases of
1 Mary Marshall Brewer, ed., York County, Virginia Wills,lnventories and Court
Orders 1743-/746 (Lewes, Del.: Colonial Roots, 2(05) 69,77.
* * *
servants running away from their masters, or being prosecuted for something still
more serious, such as in 1739 when William Barbafore and David Heartly were
tried for breaking and entering in Philip Lightfoot's storehouse and plundering
numerous items,"
These cases are found in court records from eighteenth-century Virginia,
an era when indentured servitude was departing from its origins in the
Chesapeake frontier of the 16OOs.The changes occurring in labor starting in the
early eighteenth century were important and at least as complex as the various
types of servant cases found in court records. A detailed look at these legal
documents along with the indentured servitude's evolution yields telling insights
into the eighteenth-century colonial legal system, the social makeup of the servant
class, and the white servant's place in society.
The indentured servitude of thousands of English men and women shaped
early North America, particularly the Chesapeake region. According to some
estimates, anywhere from one-half to two-thirds of all white migrants to the
Chesapeake in the colonial era came as indentured servants.' The powerful
influence of this body of servants on the texture and development of New World
2 Brewer, ed., Court Orders 1740-1743, 125; Court Orders 1737-1740,91-92.
3 Richard S. Dunn, "Servants and Slaves: The Recruitment and Employment of
Labor," Colonial British America: Essays in the New History of the Early Modern
Era, Jack P. Greene and J.R. Pole, eds. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1984) 157-194, 159; Philip D. Morgan, "Bound Labor," in Christopher
Tomlins, "Reconsidering Indentured Servitude: European Migration and the Early
American Labor Force, 1600-1775," Labor History, 42, no. 1 (2001) 5-43, 8.
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colonies is undeniable, but aspects of the experience of these servants once they
had settled in a part of the New World remain understudied. The legal rights of
servants, and their representation and success in colonial legal systems, are areas
of understudied inquiry. Therefore, part of this essay is an examination of a
provincial legal system with a focus on indentured servants. To be specific, I
have looked for servant petitions in eighteenth-century court records in Virginia:
the success rate of such appeals perhaps reflects the receptivity of the rest of
society toward the servants and their legal empowerment. My findings show that
although the petitions provide unique insight into master/servant relations and
servant rights, these documents, at best, constituted a pool of cases too small to
warrant the conclusion that servant status was improving with time in the 1700s.
Conversely, the relatively large number of punitive cases with indentured servant
defendants serve as a more numerous and reliable gauge of servant social
standing.
This essay has more than one intention. The first is to explore and
examine the often-overlooked interaction between indentured servants and their
masters in the colonial legal system. The second is to sort out the confusion in the
historiography on indentured servants and their social standing in the eighteenth-
century Chesapeake. The seventeenth century has received most of the attention
of scholars interested in indentured servitude, and in that era the storyline is
straightforward and accepted by most: the frontier and the disease-ridden
conditions of the Chesapeake required ample amounts of labor to produce
4profitable harvests, a requirement that was filled by a large exodus of agricultural
laborers from the British Isles who braved the dangerous environment for their
chance to become wealthy planters once free from indenture. Many died, but
some became successful planters and even entered into the "gentry". However,
the social status of servants became much more complicated in the eighteenth
century, a reality that has produced contradictory analyses of servant status in the
Chesapeake and in North America at large. The early 1700s witnessed the decline
and practical extinction of "traditional," unskilled white indentured labor, the rise
of skilled white indentured servants, the eventual dominance of African slavery,
and the sharp rise in the employment of convict labor (especially in the
Chesapeake).
Historians are still examining the profound changes in labor during this
time. The new complexity of the labor force and society has produced competing
claims about the social and legal standing of servants in the decades before the
American Revolution. This is unsurprising given that the wide variety of sources
for the eighteenth century- much more numerous than primary documents from
the seventeenth-can yield very different conclusions when observed in isolation
from one another. To a large extent, this is the cause of the current disjuncture in
the historiography. Scholars that have done extensive research with newspapers
and runaway slave/servant advertisements, for example, tend to conclude that
white servants suffered more abuse and all-around debasement as the 1700s wore
on. Similarly, the historians that have looked at court records believe that servant
status improved in the eighteenth century, mostly based on the high success rate
of servant petitions in local courts.
The focus of this thesis is on Virginia because of the historic importance
of indentured labor in the colony, the Chesapeake having absorbed the majority of
white labor. The servants' success rate when petitioning their masters in court, as
well as the frequency of servant petitions, illuminates the place of the servant in
society. Thirty-eight years of York County court records spanning the first four
decades of the eighteenth century reveal that although servants occasionally
petitioned the local courts for redress, this avenue was uncommonly pursued.
Conversely, other types of cases involving servants, particularly runaway and
bastardy cases, became the most frequent form of appearance of servants in local
court. What is elucidated by these court documents is the changing nature of
indentured servitude in this era.
My analysis of servant cases in the court records from York County,
Virginia, along with an investigation into the historiography, suggests that the
world of eighteenth-century laborers encompassed considerable volatility. Over
the course of the early decades of the century, the timeframe my court records
cover, nothing remained constant as the servant supply fluctuated, slavery took
hold, and the policies of the empire changed. What I have found is that in the
early years of the 1700s seventeenth-century patterns of servant rights and
opportunities survived, but they were headed for extinction. The most profound
development involved the white servant class's increasing stratification, a
* * *
situation that became especially apparent after England's wholesale exportation of
convicts started in 1718. Hence skilled, non-convict servants received
preferential treatment, were treated reasonably well by masters, and had access to
the courts. Conversely, unskilled white laborers suffered a steep drop in status
leading up the Revolution while convict laborers became regarded as little more
than slaves. The cases in the York County records demonstrate this trend, and
work done by other scholars on convict labor and society offers clues as to why
attitudes and treatment of servants changed so decisively.
The first section of this essay is a discussion of the historiography of
indentured servants and servitude as it now stands. I cover the broad
patterns-the "big picture"-of indentured servant historiography, and follow
with a more targeted treatment of the work that has been done on the social
experience of servants in the New World. The second section is the introduction
and analysis of findings from the court records of York County, Virginia. The
research that started this project, the court record findings were initially meant to
demonstrate conclusively indentured servants' legal standing and social status.
But the ramifications of what is found in these documents has led to a more
nuanced assessment of that initial question as well as the historiography. In the
third section I will use the findings from York County and the observations from
the current field of scholarships to construct a clearer picture of indentured
servants and their social experience.
7The historiography of indentured servitude has passed through a series of
distinct phases in the twentieth century, and the popular interpretations of each era
have followed the trends of American historiography as a whole. Studies from
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, "written in an atmosphere
permeated with American exceptionalism," stressed the uniqueness of colonial
servitude and its role in the formation of an exceptional American republic,"
Recent scholarship sees the numbers and social origins of the immigrants being
examined and contested. Investigations into the socioeconomic backgrounds of
indentured servants started with Abbot Emerson Smith's work in the late 194Os;
he concluded that the majority of the servants were "rogues, whores, vagabonds,
cheats and rabble of all descriptions, raked from the gutter and kicked out of
lEngland]."S The social origins question was thus started off on a decidedly "anti-
servant" note.
Mildred Campbell's work reconfigured this perception in the late 1950s.
A good example of "consensus" history, her studies revealed a remarkably
"middle-class" background for most of the servants, who she claimed came from
yeoman farming families living in the English countryside. This stood as the
4 Christine Daniels, "'Liberty to Complaine': Servant Petitions in Maryland,
1652-1797," The Many Legalities of Early America, Christopher L. Tomlins and
Bruce H. Mann, eds. (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press,
2(01) 219-249, 219.
5 Abbot Emerson Smith, Colonists in Bondage: White Servitude and Convict
Labor in America, 1607-1776, quoted in James Hom, "Servant Emigration to the
Chesapeake in the Seventeenth Century," The Chesapeake in the Seventeenth
Century: Essays on Anglo-American Society, Thad W. Tate and David L.
Ammerman, eds. (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1979)
51-95,57.
dominant interpretation until James Hom, David Galenson, and others determined
in the 1970s and 1980s that there was actually a more complicated array of social
origins for the servants. This body of scholarship, like other work being done at
the time, relied heavily on statistics and cumulative archival findings, and is
mostly parallel to-or at one with-the efforts of the "Chesapeake School."
According to these studies the indentured servants were drawn from all over the
British Isles and had many different economic backgrounds. David Galenson's
work describes about 70 percent of the emigrants as unskilled laborers. More
skilled servants arrived in the New World as the eighteenth century progressed,"
The social origins of indentured servants are relevant when considering
their legal rights, especially in the eighteenth century. The needs of the planter
class were changing in the late 1600s and early 1700s. As plantations became
more successful and their operation increasingly sophisticated, more skilled
laborers were needed. Because they were the "preferred" laborers of the time,
skilled servants faired better in court as the eighteenth century progressed. And
where unskilled white labor was desired, convicts were pressed into service-in
great numbers after 1718. The servants' backgrounds shaped the institution in
Virginia, but the needs and wants of the planters in Virginia also determined the
types of servants that came.
6 Mildred Campbell, "Social Origins of Some Early Americans," Seventeenth-
Century America: Essays in Colonial History, James Morton Smith, ed. (Chapel
Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1959) 63-89; Horn, "Servant
Emigration," in Chesapeake in the Seventeenth Century, 51-95; David W.
Galenson, White Servitude in Colonial America: An Economic Analysis
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981) 63.
Other than the attempt to determine specifics of the (mostly) English
origins of indentured servants, scholars have written about the experience of the
immigrants in the New World. Generally, there are three common themes in this
scholarship. One position contends that servants enjoyed improving status with
time. As the eighteenth century advanced, so did the social standing of servants.
It is an analysis reminiscent of the teleological approach to colonial history:
North American civilization evolved and matured throughout the eighteenth
century as a prelude to independence. The opposing analysis outlines a
precipitous drop of servant social status leading up to the Revolution. By looking
mainly at sources outside of court records-usually newspapers and
manuscripts-several historians have concluded that white laborers were
suffering the most in the eighteenth century, especially in the years leading up to
the Revolution. Finally, the "Chesapeake School" has been the most visible
source of information on labor in the region. Since the 1970s, Lois Green Carr,
Lorena Walsh, Russell Menard, and others have dissected much of the
Chesapeake's colonial records to provide as complete a portrait of the region as
possible. But the focus of these scholars has heavily favored the seventeenth
century. While this work does not immediately shed light on the topic at hand, it
serves a valuable purpose as a source of comparison with the eighteenth century
material.
During the first half of the twentieth century historians tended to focus on
the colonies' statute law that governed indentured servants. In the Chesapeake,
statutes could be harsh, and seemed to have heavily favored the master class.
Given "firm right over their servant charges" by the law, masters bought and sold
contracts (i.e. the servant), dispensed with the indentures in their wills, worked
servants to the breaking point, and physically punished the recalcitrant. Courts
did little to deter severe punishments. Runaway laws, and laws against harboring
fugitive servants, were particularly strict in Maryland and Virginia," The
Chesapeake School-Carr, Menard, and Walsh being among the most
prolific-has shown in a large body of work produced in the latter half of the
twentieth century (and beyond) that seventeenth-century servants did not suffer a
disproportionate part of the misfortune in the early Chesapeake. As will be
elaborated later, the early Chesapeake was dangerous for all of the Europeans
living there. And those at the bottom of the social hierarchy could be cheered by
the fact that the hierarchy was not very deep. Carr's article "From Servant to
Freeholder: Daniel Clocker's Adventure" showcases the social mobility of the
early Chesapeake by retracing the life of Daniel Clocker, who started out in the
New World as an indentured laborer and died a landowner of respectable social
and financial standing. The article also is representative of the kind of social
7 Daniels, "'Liberty to Complaine,'" Many Legalities, 220; Kenneth Morgan,
Slavery and Servitude in Colonial North America: A Short History (New York:
New York University Press, 2000) 19; Daniel E. Meaders, "Fugitive Slave and
Indentured Servants Before 1800," PhD diss. (Yale University, 1990) passim,
87-88; Richard B. Morris, Government and Labor in Early America (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1946) 425.
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history the Chesapeake School has produced: detailed microhistory heavily
reliant on seventeenth-century primary sources,"
A smaller number of historians have refuted the idea that servants were a
chronically downtrodden and regularly abused segment of society by utilizing
court records. Christine Daniels's research on two counties in Maryland shows
that servants were successful in filing suits against their masters. Daniels points
out that, as historians of "other sociolegal relationships" have found, "custom and
precedent, not statutes, established colonial institutions." And in Maryland's
Kent and Charles Counties, the colonial custom enjoined lenient punishment
when servants were found guilty, and ruled in favor of servants a majority of the
time when they petitioned against their masters. The numbers are surprising:
according to Daniels, 86.5 percent of county court cases and 83 percent of
provincial court cases went in favor of the servant. The impetuses for the cases
were most commonly unpaid freedom wages, detention beyond the expiration of
the indenture, or a lack of promised education or training. Surviving petitions
from servants of color were commonly decided in favor of the servant, and the
local courts were mild in their treatment of runaways. Although the statutes on
the books were harsh, at the local level-the level where the vast majority of
servant laws were enforced-leniency prevailed,"
8 Lois Green Carr, "From Servant to Freeholder: Daniel Clocker's Adventure,"
Maryland Historical Magazine 99, no. 3 (Fall 2004) 287-311.
9 Daniels, '''Liberty to Complaine,'" Many Legalities, 220, 227, 232, 234, 235.
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While Daniels's work seems surprising, some of the trends she identifies
are familiar. From 1652-1670, Daniels maintains that over 95 percent of county
court cases between masters and servants went in favor of the servant. Lois
Green Carr and Russell R. Menard also conclude that in early colonial Maryland,
servants were not a marginalized, abused group-in the mid-l600s, those that
survived their indenture commonly did well.'? Not only did county justices
recognize the clout of former servants, some were former servants themselves.
Daniels's findings also seem to support the contention that by the late-seventeenth
century, servants were a less-trusted class. Thanks to the psychological effects of
Bacon's Rebellion, as well as less land and resources to provide to freedmen,
servants temporarily lost some of their esteem with local courts. Between 1671
and 1689, adjudications in favor of servants fell to a low of 57.9 percent,"
Daniels is not the only historian to equate petition verdicts with servant
status. Alexa Cawley's prize-winning article from 1999 is also an attempt to
redefine servant sociolegal standing based on colonial Chesapeake court records.
In "A Passionate Affair," Cawley concludes that indentured servants were a
10 Lois Green Carr and Russell R. Menard, "Immigration and Opportunity: The
Freedmen in Early Colonial Maryland," Chesapeake in the Seventeenth Century,
233.
11 For Bacon's Rebellion, see Edmund S. Morgan, American Slavery American
Freedom: The Ordeal of Colonial Virginia (New York: Norton, 1975); Russell R.
Menard, "From Servant to Freeholder: Status Mobility and Property
Accumulation in Seventeenth-Century Maryland," William and Mary Quarterly,
30 (January 1973) 37-64, 62-64; Daniels, '''Liberty to Complaine,'" Many
Legalities, 229.
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legally empowered class that felt entitled to "the rights of Englishmen.?" Citing
county court records, she determines that servants regularly fought back against
violent or neglectful masters. Indentured servitude, thus, was not a one-way
exercise of power, master over servant. Rather, the master-servant relationship
was a complicated one involving bargaining, compromise, and sacrifice on both
sides. The implication is that the master-servant relationship resembled a
relationship of relative social equals.P
In the eighteenth century the tide of indentured servants to the Chesapeake
slowed as the region, along with other staple-producing colonies of the New
World, shifted to slave labor. But the indentured servants who came-and they
did until the early nineteenth century-seemed to be encountering increasingly
favorable conditions. At least this is what is suggested by the court record
research. Servants became more valuable, as they were more likely to be skilled
in later decades; David Galenson has shown that from 1680-1775 servants were
both more skilled and less likely to come from agricultural backgrounds. This
allowed them to enjoy roles more substantial than farm laborers. Servant
craftsmen were thus more valuable actors in society, and they also fared well in
the courtroom. From 1720-1780, over 85 percent of cases went in favor of the
12Alexa Silver Cawley, "A Passionate Affair: The Master-Servant Relationship
in Seventeenth-Century Maryland," The Historian 61, no. 4 (June 1999) 751-764,
754.
13 Cawley, "A Passionate Affair," 763.
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servant, and from 1781-1797 justices sided with the servant a fu11100 percent of
the time in Kent and Charles Counties."
As mentioned earlier, some scholars have come to different conclusions
about eighteenth-century indentured servants. The historians that propose that
servants suffered from a mean standing and routine mistreatment have stressed an
important dimension of the 1700s: the growing trade in convict labor.
Transported to the New World in large numbers-the Chesapeake absorbing more
than any other region--convicts were at times considered to be run-of-the-mill
indentured servants, and at others to be something more lowly. Divining the
place of convict servants in eighteenth-century society, and their position relative
to other servants, is an important step toward answering the larger question of
sociolegal servant status in the 1700s.
It should not be inferred, of course, that colonial social strata were
unchanging during the eighteenth-century. Alan Atkinson, in his article ''The
Free-Born Englishman Transported," details how transported convicts suffered a
severe drop in legal protection and social status between 1718 and the Revolution,
a development that is unmistakably important to the analysis of servant cases in
court records. Atkinson identifies two discernable phases of convict labor in the
Chesapeake during the 1700s: from 1718 through approximately the 1740s,
convicts were considered like any other indentured servants. After the 1740s, the
status of convict servants plummeted to the point that they were treated as little
14 Galenson, White Servitude, 63; Daniels, "'Liberty to Complaine,'" Many
Legalities, 229.
1,\
better than slaves. In Virginia, convict servants initially had the same legal rights
as others under indenture, rights including freedom dues and giving testimony in
local courts. But by 1753 freedom dues for convicts had been officially barred by
the province's legislature. Convicts were banned from giving testimony in court
in 1748. These are easily identifiable markers tracing a sharp downward slide in
status."
Atkinson attributes the newfound loathing of convict servants to a societal
"concern with the moral basis of citizenship." Convicts, easily defined as
immoral individuals, were less likely to be deemed worthy of the rights of other
"citizens" as the decades passed. As African slaves could do little to obscure the
skin darkness that determined their fate, convict servants were deemed by social
superiors to suffer from a "moral darkness" that could not be obliterated." Jeffrey
Kahana also touches on the cultural shifts pertaining to indentured servitude in the
eighteenth century in his article "Master and Servant in the Early Republic."
Forming a clean separation from the world of unskilled agricultural labor that
typified servitude in the 16OOs,the work of skilled servants became recognized
almost universally as apprenticeship. Apprentices, though still bound by a term of
service, lived in a more intimate sphere with their masters. Kahana explains that
in eighteenth century, it was understood that masters stood in loco parentis for
their (typically) young charges. The laws of the day reflected the common
IS Alan Atkinson, "The Free-Born Englishman Transported: Convict Rights as a
Measure of Eighteenth-Century Empire," Past and Present, no. 144 (Aug. 1994)
88-115, 100, 101, 102.
16 Ibid., 106.
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Maryland), Kennedy shows in his article "The Consequences of Cruelty: The
into two unique branches is abundantly clear.
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understanding that apprentices were sent out by "parents and guardians" for
training that included proper provisions and care." The increasingly filial world
of apprenticeship in the eighteenth century put convict servants, most of whom
were unskilled, in an awkward situation. Just as convicts were beginning to be
transported to the New World in vast numbers, they were encountering the
increasingly closed world of skilled servitude as well as a general societal
disapproval of convict laborers. That the world of white servitude was splitting
Another scholar of eighteenth-century servitude, Michael Kennedy, has
conducted research that leaves little doubt that white servants were enduring more
severe punishments and work regimens after the 174Os. Focusing on runaway
advertisements from newspapers in the mid-Atlantic region (in which he includes
Escalation of Servant and Slave Abuse" that servant abuse, and servant
I
t
l,
I
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absconding, increased considerably in these latter decades of the eighteenth
century. Rapidly expanding European colonization of the continent consistently
increased the demand for labor while the frequent wars between the imperial
.~
I.
powers disrupted the servant and slave trades. Kennedy argues that this resulted
111
in a tight labor market where masters were anxious to hold on to their bound
laborers. Desperate and jealous masters meant more restrictive and overbearing
environments for servants, which led to more runaways. This cycle grew worse
17 Jeffrey S. Kahana, "Master and Servant in the Early Republic, 1780-1830,"
Journal of the Early Republic 20, no. 1 (Spring 2000) 27-57, 33-34.
Lois Carr and Lorena Walsh have also written about the new stringency in
Kennedy presents from runaway advertisements is compelling: from the 1750s
each decade from the 1740s through the American Revolution. The evidence
onward, runaway servants were routinely described by masters as whipped,
branded, chained, or something similar. From the fifties to the sixties,
descriptions of chained or shackled servants rose 213 percent, whipped or beaten
servants 83 percent. Advertisements describing servants with multiple injuries
jumped as well. Runaway advertisements themselves exploded in number,
particularly in the 1750s. Kennedy also notes the important observation that the
tone of the advertisements changed as well, the language describing the runaways
becoming more pejorative with time. His research leaves little room to argue that
the social status of white servants was declining in the decades leading up to the
Declaration of Independence."
plantation administration as the eighteenth century progressed. In 1730s Virginia,
only skilled servants could have Saturday afternoons off, a break that had been
customary for all laborers in the seventeenth century. Carr and Walsh describe the
general trend of labor in the Chesapeake as regressive. As slavery became the
dominant form of labor, the conditions of all workers, slave and free, deteriorated.
By the words and actions of their masters, as seen in the work of Kennedy, Carr,
18 Michael V. Kennedy, "The Consequence of Cruelty: The Escalation of Servant
and Slave Abuse, 1750-1780," Essays in Economic and Business History 22
(January 2004) 127-141, 127, 129-132, 134.
17
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These are the historiographical perspectives of servant social status that
and Walsh, it is easy to conclude that servants hovered only slightly above slaves
in the social hierarchy by mid-century."
scholars have constructed. One depiction, based on court record research, traces a
clean development of indentured servants' social standing based on their success
rate in court. This is most clearly articulated by Christine Daniels. Another
interpretation, exemplified by Michael Kennedy's work, relies on other forms of
evidence such as runaway advertisements to determine that servants were
suffering more mistreatment with each passing decade of the eighteenth century.
Hence the question of servants and their place in society in the eighteenth century
needs to be clarified. Research I have done in the York County court records has
yielded findings that accomplish this. By analyzing court documents for more
than just the suits brought by servants against their masters, we can see that not all
servants were equal. A segment of the servant population prospered in the
eighteenth century-confirming'the findings of one group scholars. However,
most servants were not so fortunate.
* * *
The events of the Civil War destroyed many of the early county court
proceedings in Virginia, limiting the scope of a project relying on these types of
records. A few locales still have documentation-Princess Anne, Accomack,
19Carr and Walsh, "Economic Diversification and Labor Organization in the
Chesapeake, 1650-1820," Stephen Innes, ed., Work and Labor in Early America
(Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1988) 144-188, 158.
Richmond, York, Surry, and Essex Counties have eighteenth-century court
records. This research focuses on the records of York County.
Christine Daniels posits that historians who study the eighteenth century
over-anticipate the coming age of slavery, to the neglect of the older, fading
regime of indentured servitude.i'' The declining importance of white servitude in
the late-eighteenth century has already been described-by the end of the century
slaves were performing even skilled labor, as plantations in staple-producing
colonies strived for self-sufficiency." Even though it was shrinking, eighteenth-
surprising egalitarianism (at least in the courtroom) prove accurate for more of the
century indentured servitude is worthy of more study. If Daniels's findings of
Chesapeake than two Maryland counties, it would test many assumptions about
servitude in the region. If servants actually wielded a respectable amount of legal
power over their masters and enjoyed legal protections, it is possible a strong case
could be made for relative white equality before the coming of the Revolution,
and in the era when the "social gap" between servant and master was supposedly
widening. Also the brutal reputation of indentured servitude would have to be
questioned. Then again, it would be telling to know how many master/servant
altercations actually made it to a courtroom, a thought Daniels entertains as well.
My findings for York County, described below, show that gauging the place of
servants is more complicated than counting the instances of successful servant
20 Ibid., 220-221.
21 GaJenson, White Servitude, 127-128.
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The trend of county courts judging servant petitions in favor of the servant
Virginia tidewater.
petition, and hints at some regional differences between Maryland and the
Table I: Incidents of Servant Petitions, 1698-1737
Year No. of Petitions Known Verdicts In Favor of Success Rate
Servo
1698-1710 19 16 14 88%
1710-1720 13 11 9 81%
1732-1737 2 2 1 50%
Totals: 34 29 24 83%
~
i
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Table II: Incidents of Master Petitions Against Servants, 1698-1737
Year Punitive Cases Success Rate of Pet. of all
Masters' Petitionsf Servant/Master
Petitions
1698-1710 13 100% 41%
1710-1720 31 100% 70%
1732-1737 7 100% 78%
Totals: 51 100% 60%
holds true for York County (Table I). In the court orders from 1698-1720 and
1732-1737, thirty-four such petitions came before the court.P Of the twenty-nine
22 When there is a recorded decision.
23 1732-1737 was surveyed to obtain a more diversified sample of court records.
By looking at batches of the records closer to mid-century, some of the changes
over time described in this essay were easier to recognize when compared with
the earlier records. It is my intention to fill in the gaps between the periods in a
later version of this essay. Mary Marshall Brewer, ed., York County, Virginia
Deeds, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1698-1700 (Lewes, Del.: Colonial Roots, 2006);
Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1700-1702 (2006); Sherry Raleigh-Adams, ed.,
Orders, Wills, Etc. 1706-1708 (2005); Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc.
1708-1710 (2005); Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1710-1711 (2005);
Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1711-1714 (2006); Brewer, Orders, Wills,
Etc. 1714-1716 (2006); Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1716-1718 (2006); Brewer,
Orders, Wills, Etc. 1718-1720 (2006),' Brewer, ed., York County, Virginia Wills,
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petition per year was being decided in favor of a servant. Most of the servant
cases with verdicts, twenty-four were decided in favor of the petitioning servant.
A convincing majority to be sure, but the fact remains that there were only thirty-
four servant petitions in these twenty-nine years. And, on average, less than one
petitions were clustered in the last years of the seventeenth century and the first
decade of the eighteenth, with fifteen cases coming in the years studied after
1710.
The court records spanning from 1737 to 1746 were also examined, and
they show, if anything, the irreversible solidification of slavery. In these years
"negro slaves" are the ubiquitous representatives of servitude in the records,
appearing not just in inventories but criminal prosecutions. By comparison, white
servant petitions were among the most uncommon cases on the docket." Only
five servant petitions appeared during this decade, two of which were decided in
favor of the servant. Considering the nature of other cases involving servants in
York County during the thirty-eight years studied, no meaningful conclusion
about the social relations between masters and servants can be drawn.
Although servant petitions were more frequent in the earlier years, this
does not mean that cases involving servants were rare. On the contrary, punitive
Inventories and Court Orders 1702-1704 (Lewes, Del.: Colonial Roots, 2(05);
Brewer, Court Orders 1705-1706 (2005); Brewer. Court Orders 1732-1737
(2005).
24 The small number of servant cases appearing in these years precluded placing
the results in table form. Brewer, York County, Virginia Wills, Inventories, and
Court Orders 1737-1740 (2005) 22. 49. 70, 72, 75, 91. 92; Brewer. Court Orders
1740-1743 (2005) 37,42,59, 125; Brewer. Court Orders 1743-1746 (2005) 20.
39,61.63,69,72.73-74,77,80-81,82,88.91,106.135.
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petitions made up nearly three out of four cases (43 out of 58 total cases in the
actions against servants became more common in the years studied (Table II).
The period 1698-1710 saw thirteen cases of servants being punished, most
commonly for absconding, bastardy, or fornication. During the next decade,
1710-1720, thirty-one prosecutions of servants came before the court. Seven
such cases appear in the records for 1732-1737, although the orders for these
years are incomplete and in poor condition. In the last decade studied, 1737-
-1746, servant prosecutions were just as common as servant petitions, each
totaling five cases. The importance of the punitive cases is apparent when
considered as a part of the entire master/servant caseload. In only the 1698-1710
time period did servant petitions outnumber master petitions; after 1710 master
years studied}. And even when 1698-1710 is factored in, 59 percent of all of the
petitions were master versus servant, and 82 percent of the known verdicts were
against a servant.2S From the York County court records, at least two conclusions
can be drawn. First, as the eighteenth century progressed successful servant
petitions decreased in number while prosecutions of servant transgressions
2S Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1698-1700, 26, 57, 66, 73, 89, 112; Brewer,
Orders, Wills, Etc. 1700-1702,6-7,80. 128; Raleigh-Adams. Orders, Wills, Etc.
1706-1708, 21, 36, 41, 56, 77, 81, 166; Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc.
1708-1710, 12-13, 106, 144, 155; Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc.
1710-1711,65,82,66; Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1711-1714, 1,5,34,
39,46,54,82, 112, 118; Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1714-1716,30,37,47,60,
64,88,89, 107, 108, 144, 155, 172; Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1716-1718, 19,
41, 72, 78, 89, 108, 113, 143, 177, 185-186, 217; Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc.
1718-1720,33,95, 108, 114, 115, 133, 120, 153-154, 196,204; Brewer, Court
Orders 1702-1704, 83,95, 110-111, 135, 191; Brewer, Court Orders 1705-1706 ,
8-9, 12,22,43,52, 74, 85,93, 106; Brewer, Court Orders 1732-1737, 75, 94,
100, 122, 127, 152, 161, 183.
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The decrease in the number of servant petitions in the first decades of the
increased. And second, to understand indentured servitude in the eighteenth
century more attention needs to be given to master petitions-the majority of the
master/servant cases-and to what was happening to the institution outside of the
courtroom.
1700s coincided with important changes for the institution of indentured
servitude. For a brief period in the seventeenth century, indentured servants had
the realistic chance of significantly bettering themselves once freed, or even
becoming members of the Chesapeake's elite. These prospects were, of course,
buoyed by the fact that servants made up a significant portion of early migration,
with recent estimates maintaining that over half of the Chesapeake's white
population was bound labor from 1630-1660.26 During this era of declining
wages and opportunity for working classes in England, laborers flooded to the
New World, with the Chesapeake absorbing the lion's share. Approximately
200,000 servants crossed the Atlantic in the seventeenth century, 60 percent of
whom ended up in either Virginia or Maryland." Class distinctions were shallow
and malleable. If an indentured servant managed to survive the high mortality
rate of the early Chesapeake, he stood a good chance of becoming a substantial
landowner, colony official, and an importer of servants himself. A female servant
could marry a member of the planter class, all the easier since men greatly
outnumbered women in this era. The historiography of the seventeenth-century
26 Tomlins, "Reconsidering Indentured Servitude," 9-10.
27 Morgan, Slavery and Servitude, 8.
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Hence opportunity existed for laborers for much of the seventeenth
Chesapeake is rich with stories of immigrants and freedmen of humble
backgrounds rising to positions of power and prestige in their society. Lois Green
Carr and John Ruston Pagan, among others, have written about these early
colonial success stories. For a time, "entry costs into planting were 10w.,,1Jj
century, helped along by the fact that the Chesapeake's population was not self-
sustaining until approximately 1700. Up until that demographic accomplishment
servants constantly reinforced the population.f" But as the century drew to a
close, three interrelated developments transpired: the region's population became
stable, the ranks of the planters swelled, and servants' chances of betterment fell,
with the result that "social distance" between servant and master increased. As
Lois Carr and Russell Menard observe, the upper classes became more affluent
and the servant classes debased. Greater immunity to diseases had planters living
1JjFor more on the working-class conditions in England see Dunn, "Servants and
Slaves," Colonial British America, 161-162; Lois Green Carr and Russell R.
Menard have estimated that in the Chesapeake, "perhaps 40 percent of those who
immigrated under indentures during the middle decades of the [seventeenth]
century died before they finished their terms ... " Carr and Menard, "Immigration
and Opportunity," Chesapeake in the Seventeenth Century, 208-209; Lois Green
Carr, "Emigration and the Standard of Living: The Seventeenth Century
Chesapeake," Journal of Economic History 52 (Jun. 1992) 272-291, 284; Carr,
"From Servant to Freeholder: Daniel Clocker's Adventure"; For examples of
freedmen and other immigrants becoming colonial elites in Virginia, see John
Ruston Pagan, Anne Orthwood's Bastard: Sex and Law in Early Virginia (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2003) 27-38, 51-64.
29 Tomlins, "Reconsidering Indentured Servitude," 26-27.
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The reasonably level playing field of the seventeenth century Chesapeake
longer lives, acquiring more land and wealth, and pursuing more amenities and
luxuries."
thus evolved into a less permeable, stratified society. The improvement in
landholder status contributed to a decline in servant status, particularly the status
of unskilled laborers. As Carr and Menard show, the increasingly affluent
planters ran more sophisticated plantations, and needed more skilled labor.
1658-1705 saw a decline in the mean wealth of agricultural laborers and an
increase for craftsmen, as planters needed more coopers, carpenters, blacksmiths,
and wheelwrights. Important changes in international trade contributed to the
strong new demand for skilled workers. The Caribbean needed more provisions
for its expanding, slave-driven plantation economy, and mainland colonies turned
to producing corn and wheat to feed this demand. Crop failures in Europe also
boosted cereal and grain production in the Chesapeake. Grains such as wheat
needed much more preparation .than tobacco to prepare for export, and planters
growing these crops needed access to woodworkers and millwrights,"
By the eighteenth century merchants in the servant trade specifically
marketed skilled laborers, and Virginians found servants skilled in carpentry and
30 Carr and Menard, "Immigration and Opportunity," Chesapeake in the
Seventeenth Century, 230, 233. Carr and Menard chart in detail the growing
importance of household amenities in the lives of the gentry in ibid., 143-159;
Aaron S. Fogleman, "From Slaves, Convicts, and Servants to Free Passengers:
The Transformation of Immigration in the Era of the American Revolution,"
Journal of American History 85 (Jun. 1998) 43-76,51.
31 Carr and Walsh, "Economic Diversification," in Work and Labor in Early
America, 146-147.
This leads to the final trend observed in the York County court records:
bricklaying necessary for the founding and settling of new plantations. From the
1730s onward planters and merchants were asking for skilled workers and the
exclusion of the unskilled-as a Glasgow merchant described the labor market in
the New World, "We doe not want any other than Tradesmen at this time ... minde
to Send none but tradesmen for they are not worth sending any other." Even as
early as 1724 Hugh Jones of Virginia thought that more poor Englishmen should
learn trades, lest they become useless to New World planters. ''They need not be
employed about Tobacco and Corn," he wrote, "for that might be compleatly
managed by the Negroes.?"
what appears to be the development of class system within the category of
indentured labor, with a separation between "apprentices," or skilled workers, and
"servants" becoming apparent in the early eighteenth century. From 1698-1704,
bound laborers were universally referred to as servants in the court records. In
1705, Edward Powers and Charles Hansford, "apprentices of Peter Gibson," sued
their master for "neglect of his duty in instructing his ... apprentices in ye act of
gunsmithing.t'" In winning the case, they marked the beginning of the
appearance of male "bound apprentices" in the records.
32 Carr and Menard, "Immigration and Opportunity," Chesapeake in the
Seventeenth Century, 216; Galenson, White Servitude, 134-137; Galenson,
"White Servitude and the Growth of Black Slavery in Colonial America," The
Journal of Economic History 41, no. 1 (March 1981) 39-47,42; Carr and Walsh,
"Economic Diversification," in Work and Labor in Early America, 163.
33 Brewer, Court Orders 1705-1706,74.
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The terms of bound apprenticeship were practically identical to those of
indentured laborers. Minors such as Nathaniel Hook, appearing before the
justices in 1709, were bound until the age of 21 like other servants." But from
what one can discern in the court records, the apprentices enjoyed a status
elevated above the less specialized servants. In the 1710-1720 and 1732-1737
spans, men described as apprentices brought six out of fourteen servant petitions,
and the apprentices won all but one of their cases. David Cox's petition in 1735,
when the former tailor's apprentice sued for the "full sute of cloths" due to him
"at the expiration of the term of years," was the only unsuccessful petition by an
apprentice. For reasons not recorded in the court orders, the case was dismissed.
By the 1740s apprentices, for one reason or another, crowd servants out of the
court records-the most common appearance was to establish a deed of
apprenticeship before the justices. From 1743 to 1746 the number of new
apprenticeships established sealed before the court outnumbered all other servant
and servant-related cases. Eight new apprenticeships were established while only
three servant petitions appear,"
That apprentices and servants were on different social planes is not just a
product of overanalyzing court records. Consider the eighteenth-century
apprentices whose experiences are known; William Buckland and Daniel Sturges,
both of Virginia, are good examples. According to historian James Cantwell,
34 Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1708-1710, 128-129.
35 Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1718-1720, 115, 133; Brewer, Court Orders
1732-1737,94, 122, 127; Brewer, Court Orders 1743-1746, 20, 39, 61, 72, 82,
91, 106.
Buckland is the most documented "imported indentured white servant" in the
records of northern Virginia. He came to Virginia in 1755 as a skilled joiner, and
unlike unskilled servants and nearly all servants from the seventeenth
century Buckland received an annual wage of twenty pounds during his four-year
term working for the famous Mason family. After completing his indenture
Buckland married the daughter of a planter and neighbor of the Masons, and had a
successful post-apprentice career as an architect and builder in the Chesapeake
region. From the beginning of his service, Buckland was bolstered by influential
patrons and a generous wage. This head start, along with a beneficial marriage,
gave him all that he needed to enter the ranks of the colonial Chesapeake elite."
Otto Lohrenz's article on the Virginia servant Daniel Sturges provides us
more insight into the privilege that could accompany being a skilled servant in the
eighteenth century. Judging from a handful of surviving letters to his family in
England, Sturges was from a middle-class background, and enjoyed support
financial and otherwise from his kin. After serving as a Virginia shopkeeper's
servant in the 1750s-where, "much like an apprentice, he learned the mysteries
of trade and retailing"-Sturges did not take long to become a property owner,
investing in land around the northern part of the colony. Sturges served as a
justice of the peace in Frederick County in the late 1760s, and he soon thereafter
became a member of the Anglican clergy. As a clergyman he enjoyed the
acquaintance and patronage of the cream of northern Virginia families-the
36 John A. Cantwell, "Northern Virginia Indentured Servants: A Sampling,"
Northern Virginia Heritage 9 (October 1987) 15-19, 15.
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Washingtons, the Lees, and the Fairfaxes. By 1782 he was a "well-established
planter," managing agricultural production with slave labor on his parish's glebe,
and he died a man of comfortable means."
The nature of the petitions themselves can and do elaborate on the
changing character of white servitude, and the growing societal importance of
skilled servants and apprentices. But other court cases deserve attention as well.
Specifically, crowding around the apprentice and servant petitions on court
dockets were growing numbers of punitive cases involving servant runaways and
fornicators. Each one of these unlucky individuals is referred to as "servant."
The years of 1737-1746 are unique in that there are no prosecutions of runaways
in the York County court; on the other hand, examples of York County residents
seeking to claim payment for capturing runaway servants from adjacent counties
are peppered throughout the records. Either no York County servants that
absconded were caught and punished, or such squabbles did not enter into court.
This distinction aside, it is apparent that in the later years of this survey fewer
servants petitioned, and nearly all of the successful litigants were apprentices of a
trade. The improved success rate of petitions brought by bound servants or
apprentices in the eighteenth century-shown by my results and by Daniels's
work in Maryland-can lead to the conclusion that the status of bound laborers in
general was improving. But, as I have shown, the success rate hides the fact that
37 Otto Lohrenz, "From Indentured Servant to Colonial Virginia Clergyman: The
Life of Daniel Sturges," West Virginia History, New Series, vol. 2, no. 2 (Fall
2008)61-78,64,65-67,68.
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there was a change in who was petitioning, and what was happening to those not
petitioning. The legal actions of apprentices aside, the status of indentured
laborers had fallen as the master and servant classes became increasingly
stratified. Meanwhile, the ranks of bound labor swelled with convicts from
England.
Indentured servants were embattled not only by the growing demand for
skilled labor, but also by their marginalization in the laboring classes. By 1700,
fresh immigrants were no longer arriving in hordes as in the mid-I600s. A few
circumstances removed the earlier impetus for emigration, creating a labor
vacuum in the Chesapeake that was filled with African slave labor. And white
creoles labored when slaves did not. Rising wages in England for the lower
classes reduced the attractiveness of emigration, and imperial wars from 1688
through 1713 disrupted the trans-Atlantic transportation for those still willing to
head west. In sum, by 1700 indentured servants confronted greater "social
distance" between master and servant, less opportunity once freed, and more
competition from slave labor and poor white creoles. At the same time, the
demand for labor in England improved. Together these forces rendered
seventeenth-century indentured servitude obsolete: by 1700 servants accounted
for about 5 percent of the labor force, with the most generous estimates going
only as high as 8 percent."
38 Carr and Menard, "Immigration and Opportunity," Chesapeake in the
Seventeenth Century, 234-235; Galenson, White Servitude, 127; Farley Grubb and
Tony Stitt, "The Liverpool Emigrant Servant Trade and the Transition to Slave
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When servant immigration from England dried up, planters found
indentured labor elsewhere. In 1707 Cornelius Jones sued John Loynes for "not
procuring an Indian man called Peter Larabie to bond himself apprentice
[emphasis mine] .... "39 Indeed, evidence in the court records shows that even in
the earliest years of the 1700s creoles-whites and non-whites alike-served as
bound apprentices in the trades desired by the planters." Agricultural laborers
still had a place too: although slavery filled the need for many planters, the rising
cost of slaves (in response to high demand) forced many Chesapeake landowners
to look for a cheaper alternative. Indentured servants cost less, and the English
government solved the supply shortage problem with the 1718 Transportation
Act, which effectively opened the convict trade. English convicts were now
shipped to North American colonies to serve indentures as a criminal sentence.
Virginia and Maryland absorbed "practically all convicts ... transported between
1718 and 1775." Convict laborers became a fixture in the region in the eighteenth
century: no reliable figures are available for Virginia, but by 1755 in Maryland,
over 22 percent of white "employees" were convicts, as were nearly 10 percent of
the white population as a whole."
Labor in the Chesapeake, 1697-1707: Market Adjustments to War," Explorations
in Economic History 31, no. 3 (July 1994) 376-403, 380; Tomlins,
"Reconsidering Indentured Servitude," 10-12.
39 Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1706-1708,98.
40 Brewer, Court Orders 1702-1704,44; Court Orders 1705-1706, 10; Orders,
Wills, Etc. 1700-1702,59.
41 Alan Atkinson, "The Free-Born Englishman Transported," 98, 99. When
considering only male white employees, convicts were 30%. Ibid, 99n;
Fogleman, "Transformation of Immigration," 58.
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The development of the convict trade does much to explain the increased
frequency of servant prosecutions in the years studied heretofore. According to
Richard B. Morris, the Chesapeake colonies experienced a crime increase once
large numbers of convicts started arriving." And throughout the eighteenth
century, the governments of Maryland and Virginia passed various measures
restricting the convicts' rights, to such an extent that in the latter half of the
century "there was a tendency to assimilate convicts, in principle, with slaves
rather than with ordinary indentured servants.v" More criminals among the
servant population, in combination with the growing animosity of creole whites
toward them, undoubtedly contributed to the swell of punitive servant cases in
York County in the eighteenth century.
The work of Michael Kennedy, mentioned in the first part of this essay,
demonstrates the changing environment for servants and slaves in the eighteenth
century, a hard existence that only got worse when masters clamped down on
their labor assets. But research in the York County court records and in the
existing historiography adds an overlooked nuance: the era Kennedy identifies as
one of decline for servant treatment is also the era of large imports of convict
servants. And as seen in the court records, there was already a stratified servant
social world in the early decades of the century, one with skilled laborers enjoying
a higher status and the ever more convict-laden unskilled sector a much lower
42 Morris, Government and Labor, 329-332.
43 Atkinson, "The Free-Born Englishman Transported," 100. See 99-107 on the
various restrictions placed on convicts in the Chesapeake.
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one. Therefore, the changing nature of runaway advertisements in the mid-1700s
reflects the changing profile of white servitude. For example, take Kennedy's
mention of how descriptions of servants became more pejorative over time: it is
unlikely that a master placing an advertisement for a valuable skilled worker
would describe him as "sullen" or as a "liar" or "a noted ... villain.',44 One reason
servants were being treated worse was because they were increasingly likely to be
convicts.
Analysis of court records likewise encourages reinterpretation of the
works of Alexa Cawley and Christine Daniels. Relying heavily on court records
to gauge servant social status, their research is enlightening, but also limited.
Some of these limitations are acknowledged. Cawley admits that most of
servants' courtroom successes were cases of contractual dispute, an area of law
with a black-and-white quality in the colonial Chesapeake. Servants may have
been able to convince judges that they had been worked beyond their indentures
or not paid their freedom dues, but the more telling cases of servant
treatment-abuse, neglect, and maltreatment complaints-were not decided
uniformly. Cawley shows that even when brutal beating deaths of servants were
involved, masters were not always punished or found responsible. The important
detail of whether or not servants could find redress for physical mistreatment, and
if they even took such matters to court, is still ambiguous."
44 Kennedy, ''The Consequence of Cruelty," 134.
45 Cawley, "A Passionate Affair," 763.
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Christine Daniels's timeframe is more expansive, covering most of the
colonial era-Cawley stays in the 1600s, familiar territory for studies of
indentured servitude. Although valuable as one of the few works that address
indentured servitude in the eighteenth century, Daniels's treatment is too narrow.
The primary shortcoming is disregarding the cases that are not servant petitions,
but still involve a servant against a master. At face value these punitive cases do
not display the legal standing of servants because servants with a grievance did
not initiate them. Nonetheless, the punitive cases cannot be ignored, for they
make up the other half, even the other three-quarters, of servant interaction with
the legal system.
Concluding her study of servant legal rights in Kent and Charles Counties,
Maryland, Daniels says that servants "clearly possessed agency in negotiating and
defining the limits" of indentured servitude." Based on York County's
eighteenth-century records, however, it is doubtful that servants exercised much
of their agency in the legal sphere. Consider what York's records reveal: servant
petitions were already rare by the closing of the seventeenth century. By the early
1730s only craftsmen's bound apprentices were seeing success in the courtroom,
on the uncommon occasions they came before the justices. And, more important
still, the fact that servants were most commonly in courtrooms as defendants is
the most telling detail of their social condition. As stated earlier, to understand
the state of indentured servitude in the eighteenth century, what was going on
46 Daniels, '''Liberty to Complaine,'" Many Legalities, 248.
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outside of the courtroom must also be considered. Rather than legal standing
comparable to their masters', servants were regularly being sued by their
superiors. Many servants decided that the best redress was running away.
One class that did not have much "agency in negotiating and defining the
limits" of their servitude were female servants that got pregnant during indenture.
It was routine for these women to be sentenced to serve their masters after the
expiration of their indentures, to make up for their "lying in" time. If the child
was a bastard the punishment included a hefty fine, usually five hundred to one
thousand pounds of tobacco that had to be paid to their masters. Margaret Floro
was a typical defendant: in 1719 it was "ordered that she serve [her master] ... for
the trouble of his house in lying in." After "her time by indenture" she was to pay
him one thousand pounds. If the bastard was a mulatto (and many were), the
punishments could be extreme. In 1707 Mary Bryan heard the court's judgment
against her:
On the Informacion of Jno. Sergenton against Mary Bryan for
having a mulato bastard, she this day appearing and confessing to
the fact, is ordered to be by the Church Warden's [sic] of Bruton
Parish after her time by Indenture be expired, sold for 5 yeares.,;"
47 Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1718-1720, 115; Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills,
Etc. 1706-1708, 77.
Masters won fourteen of the sixteen sex-crime petitions brought against female
servants. The two outlying cases did not reach a verdict because of the masters'
f . 48lack 0 prosecution.
John Ruston Pagan has written about early Virginia's "crusade" against
bastardy, as counties did everything in their power to avoid illegitimate children
being cared for on the local government's bill. The strong desire to avoid the
creation of a dependent class combined with contemporary English legal theory
on bastardy, which in 1700 still ascribed to the medieval interpretation that the sin
"staineth the blood." Bastards were of "no reckoning, or esteem in LaW.,,49 The
result was that leniency afforded servants in other legal situations was not shown
when dealing with women guilty of bastardy.
Another striking development in the later years of my study is the surge of
runaway servant prosecutions. An augmentation in the number of these cases
does not necessarily mean an increase in runaways, but it is curious that servants
were running off at all, especially in later years when, statistically, servants were
very likely to be able to settle disputes with their masters in a courtroom with
favorable results. A review of the complaints brought by the servant petitions
48 Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1698-1700, 89; Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc.
1700-1702, 128 (fornication); Brewer, Court Orders 1702-1704, 83, 109;
Brewer, Court Orders 1705-1706, 43; Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc.
1706-1708, 18, 21, 77, 81; Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1711-1714, 82
(fornication); Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1714-1716,37; Brewer, Orders, Wills,
Etc. 1716-1718, 41, 71, 89; Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1718-1720, 108
(pregnancy), 115,204 (pregnancy).
49 Pagan, Anne Orthwood's Bastard, 4; Pagan quoting English legal commentator
John Brydall circa 1703. Ibid, 13.
helps to explain. Thirty-one of the thirty-four servant petitions heard by the York
County justices were contractual disputes, most commonly involving a recent
servant suing for freedom dues owed at the end of an indenture. Others were
cases of detention beyond the expiration of the indenture, or were complaints that
a master failed to train a servant or apprentice in the trade stipulated in the
contract. Only four cases in the twenty-nine years surveyed are complaints of
maltreatment (physical abuse or neglect).
Seen through the court records, Virginia in the early eighteenth century
was a society that lived and died by contract. The vast majority of the cases that
came before the justices were disputes over wills, debts, land indentures, and
myriad other contractual relationships. Masters were expected to abide by their
signed contract just as much as anyone else. And like the proceedings for wills,
inventories, and bonds, disputes over contractual violations between servant and
master tended to follow a predictable pattern. In 1699 the court heard the petition
of John Cuthbert, the case being recorded in the characteristic shorthand of a court
clerk:
John Cuthbert setting forth by his petition that whereas he arrived
into this collony from n of England in ye shipp called ye Thomas
by an English indenture to serve for 4 years having served his full
time of servitude to Major Lewis Burwell & his sd master claiming
further time of servitude whereupon arguments of ye matter before
::\7
this court the court is of opinion ye servant afsd is free and
accordingly his freedom is ordered.
Throughout the decades the contract-based servant petitions remained similar. In
1706 Nathanial Norris "obtain'd judgment agt [his master] ... for his freedom &
com & cloths according to ye customs of ye country and is order'd to be paid with
cost." In 1711, Jane Edmunds sued her former master John Dozwell, she
Having served her full time expressed by Indenture, the said
Dozwell refuses to pay her the allowance of com and cloth given
by Law. The Court upon hearing the defence of the said Dozwell
do order that he pay and deliver unto the said ... Jane ... 15 bushells
of Indian Com and 40 shillings in mony ...
And in 1715, the court heard the
Petition of Ann Grey agt Simon Stacy seting forth that notwithstanding
she had been discharged from the sd Stacy by a jury yet he detains her in
servitude the court having fully heard both partys do adjudge her free ... !!O
Certain provisions-food, freedom clothes, and proper instruction (for
apprentices)-were considered to be routine parts of any indenture. The
numerous successful petitions by servants seeking compensation when these
items were withheld show that justices understood this as much as anyone else.
Servant access to these items was so universal that some indenture contracts
!!O Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1698-1700,57; Court Orders 1705-1706, 85;
Raleigh-Adams, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1711-1714, 1; Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc.
1714-1716, 172.
preemptively forbade masters from withholding them. For example, when
Thomas Cornish bound himself to Arthur Dickeson before the justices, the
officials recorded the contract leaving little doubt as to Dickeson's
responsibilities:
LIf] the said Arthur doth not instruct [Cornish] as he ought to do and
refuseth to provide cloaths, ordered that the said Arthur Dickeson be
summoned to appear and answer the said complaint at the next court.
The justices essentially ordered a servant petition if Dickeson did not provide for
his apprentice at a level commonly regarded as acceptable."
Most of the bastardy cases that appear in the records were also routine
contract disputes. A case from 1717 is in the standard format:
Katherine Eales a servant woman belonging to Wm Robertson gent
having ackn herself to have had a bastard child, on motion of sd
Robertson ordered that she serve her sd master (for ye trouble of
his house in her lying in) ye term of 1 year after her time by
indenture custom or former order shall be expired ... !12
The county court dealt with bastardy petitions against female servants in this way
throughout the period of survey.
In contrast, the few servant petitions brought to the court on the grounds of
maltreatment were more irregular. Only four identifiable cases of servant abuse
appear in the records of 1698-1720, and none for 1732-1737. In March 1700
!!I Brewer, Court Orders 1740-1743.
!12 Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1716-1718,72.
Joseph Bemister successfully prosecuted William Churchey, "master of sd
Bemister," for physical abuse and threats of violence (Churchey was fined). But
as Bemister was "chief mate of ye shipp Success," it is possible that Churchey's
label as "master" is in the nautical sense, as in a master or captain of a ship. Also
in 1700, servant George Fitch was freed from his indenture after serving an
abusive master for fifteen years (Fitch complained that he "hath become a slave").
In 1712 Ann Carter complained "that Robert Hide, her Master, hath at severall
times beat and abased her in a most barbarous manner and compelled her to work
at washing and scouring on the Lord's day .... " but the verdict is not in the
records. And in 1720 "Marg Mcmohun" set forth "that by the repeated barbarous
usage & treatment of her ... mistress she hath lost the use of one of her eyes &
received other injurys ... " The mistress, Mary Dunn, was ordered to appear before
the colony's General Court."
Given their infrequency--only four cases of maltreatment in twenty-three
years-it is obvious that the justices were unaccustomed to dealing with servants
complaining about physical abuse. The routine contract disputes produced swift
verdicts while the maltreatment cases resulted in hesitant and varied decisions.
Bemister's case yielded a fine to the abuser, while George Fitch-who,
uncommonly for a servant, had an attorney54-was freed from his indenture. The
53 Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1700-1702,6-7; ibid., 7; Raleigh-Adams, Orders,
Wills, Etc. 1711-1714,54; Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1718-1720, 196.
54The record of Fitch's case is in poor condition, with several sections of it
illegible or destroyed. Nonetheless, he may have had an attorney named William
Brown. The other unusual aspect of this case is that Fitch was from Maryland,
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verdict for Ann Carter's case is missing, and the extraordinary abuse suffered by
Marg McMohun convinced the county justices that they needed to defer to the
colony-wide General Court.
Even in the 174Os,after apprenticeship was solidly established as the form
of servitude for skilled laborers, abuse and maltreatment cases were rare and did
not provide clear-cut verdicts. For example, in 1745 Thomas Hobday, apprentice
of James Bird, "made complaint that his said master misused him." A month after
the original complaint was made all that resulted was a dismissal, "the court being
of opinion that the said complaint is groundless." In that same summer of 1745,
David Brookes complained against his master Samuel Crutchfield for "ill usage."
The justices conjured a blurry verdict for Brookes, ordering "the said Brookes
return to his master's service and that his master do not presume to misuse him
for the future." The petitioner apparently did not gain any compensation or
reduction of indenture. Crutchfield was a craftsman in York County and appears
in several other cases involving debts and repayment. Although it is not stated
one way or the other in the records, Brookes was most likely his apprentice."
Historians of colonial Virginia's legal system have noted that it was a rare
petition that sued for abuse, and these cases were not easy to prove. Statute law
forbade excessive whippings and other punishment, but violations of these
regulations were difficult to prove in court unless easily visible wounds resulted
and his master, a "Major Densey," still lived there at the time of the hearing.
Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1700-1702, 7.
55 Brewer, Court Orders 1743-1746,73-74,80-81,82,88.
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from the flogging. Even then, "the general desire ... of the whole free population
to preserve plantation discipline," in the words of Virginia legal specialist Arthur
Scott, could trump any airtight abuse petition brought by a servant"
In the 1740s overt abuse of white servants could be overlooked in the
Chesapeake. The experience of Humut and Margaret Godfrey is an informative
example. The Godfreys indented themselves to planter John Cook during the
tobacco depression of the 1740s when they could no longer support themselves.
This arrangement was unremarkable until Humut injured his back, making
manual labor difficult. Cook responded not by aiding the injured man, but by
reducing the rations for Humut, his wife, and their children. One day, when Mrs.
Godfrey protested to Cook's wife about her husband's pain during work, Cook's
overseer verbally abused Mrs. Godfrey. When she defended herself, the overseer
whipped her with "a great hiccory Switch," tied her up and whipped her some
more. Humut Godfrey complained to Mrs. Cook, but she replied that the overseer
"may do with her as he pleases." Taking matters into his own hands and trying to
untie his wife, Humut was attacked and beaten by the overseer and another
servant until "blood gushed out of his Ear." Humut looked to the county court for
relief from his masters, but his case was rejected and the Cooks avoided any
• 57repercussIOns.
56 Arthur P. Scott, Criminal Law in Colonial Virginia (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1930) 293.
57 Godfrey story from Allan Kulikoff, Tobacco and Slaves: The Development of
Southern Cultures in the Chesapeake, 1680-1800 (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University
of North Carolina Press, 1986) 295-296.
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Although some servants considered the court a proper avenue for
contractual disagreements, many others did not see the legal system as a useful
tool and instead absconded. Undoubtedly some were fleeing real
hardships--convict laborers, for sure, were treated poorly from the time they set
foot in the colonies. It is unclear if this benighted class used county courts at all.
The scholarship of Daniel Meaders, Ran Abramitzky, and Fabio Braggion
confirms that convicts were herded like sheep from their ships, and sold at events
that resembled slave auctions. Potential purchasers would closely inspect the
convicts' bodies, even their teeth, checking for weaknesses that would prevent
them from doing the hard labor masters had in store." Jacqueline Jones's work
highlights the abuse of indentured labor: for example, many of the bastardy cases
in Virginia were simply instances of masters impregnating their female servants,
often as a result of rape, and then claiming extra service owed to them as a result
of the pregnancy. Servants resisted the masters' authority by mistreating
livestock and burning buildings, rather than heading to the justices of the peace.
One case found in the York County records deals with a servant who physically
attacked his master: in 1715 David Cuningham complained "that his servt man
John Watson did assault, beat & wound the [petitioner] in greevous manner .i," 59
58 Meaders, "Fugitive Slaves and Indentured Servants," 122-123; Ran Abramitzky
and Fabio Braggion, "Migration and Human Capital: Self-Selection of Indentured
Servants to the Americas," The Journal of Economic History 66, no. 4 (December
2006)882-905,885.
59 Jacqueline Jones, American Work: Four Centuries of Black and White Labor
(New York: Norton, 1998) 72-73; Brewer, Orders, Wills, Etc. 1714-1716, 144,
Runaway servants were a constant concern, and the Chesapeake colonies
had harsh laws to deter such behavior. Inciting servants to run off or harboring a
fugitive servant also brought penalties in the form of fines. And once an errant
servant was returned to his or her master, the courts did not restrict vindictive
masters from exacting severe physical punishments. In fact, according to
Meaders, "It was almost impossible to hold the planter responsible for killing a
fugitive servant.?" Just how much harsh punishment was meted out by masters
away from the justices cannot be ascertained, but the extra-legal actions of
servants are helpful signposts.
Servants (or, apprentices) could do well in court, but the fact remains that
appealing to the justices was rare. That said, a lack of petitions does not suggest
that comfortable working conditions existed for all in York County. Between the
late-seventeenth century and 1740, indentured servitude had changed much.
Planters relied more on slave labor with time, and the flow of free English
servants slowed to a trickle. Those who did come were more educated and
skilled, and worked in trades rather than as agricultural labor. This elevation in
status can be seen in the petitions. White indentured labor that still toiled in the
fields was more likely to be convict labor, a status degraded from the mid-l600s,
when servants could realistically aspire to positions in the planter class once
freed. By the 1730s unskilled indentured labor was a social dead end. Servants
ISS. Watson was sentenced to serve his master for one year after the end of his
indenture.
60 Meaders, "Fugitive Slaves and Indentured Servants," 56-88, 87-88; Morris,
Government and Labor, 425.
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showed that they realized this by fleeing their bondage in greater numbers than in
previous decades-in the years 1710-1720 and 1732-1737 runaway cases
outnumber servant petitions twenty-one to fifteen. Rather than suggesting a linear
improvement of status, the records present a varied picture of the institution in the
eighteenth century. The fortunes of some-s-especially skilled servants-benefited
with time, while others confronted an increasingly harsh reality.
* * *
Thus far, we have seen how the scholarship on servant social status is
somewhat splintered, and how research in the York County court records
elaborates on certain parts of the existing historiography and complicates others.
Some scholars have attempted to prove that indentured servants enjoyed an
elevated social status based on the appearance of certain types of cases in local
court records, namely servant petitions and prosecutions of masters for
maltreatment. Other scholars, exploring different sources such as statute law,
runaway advertisements, and manuscript material, have concluded that servants'
fortunes were not constant. For those lucky enough to survive, the frontier
decades of the seventeenth century had many opportunities for servants to
improve their social station. But in the eighteenth century, for reasons ranging
from international trade to imperial warfare, indentured servitude became more
varied and volatile. As with any attempt to analyze the shape and course of a
social institution over numerous decades, searching for indentured servant social
status exceeds the capabilities of any single type of source.
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Taking into account the changing labor situation in England, imperial
wars in the New World, and the increased sophistication of plantation growing, it
is impossible that tallying servant petitions to local courts can be used to conclude
that servants were social equals with their masters. The most obvious problem is
that the number of suits brought by servants is much too small to be regarded as
representative of reality. Although in the years from 1698-1746 the York County
court had 79 percent of servant petitions adjudicated in favor of the servant, the
fact remains that there were only thirty-nine such suits. When considering that
there were hundreds, if not thousands, of servants in the county during this time
period, the success rate of servant petitions becomes trivial.
With numbers too small to be relied upon in the category of servant
petitions, other cases in the court records need to be taken into consideration.
Thus cases involving punitive actions against servants have received special
attention for the purposes of this essay. By quantifying these cases alongside
servant petitions, valuable insight can be acquired into the lives of eighteenth-
century laborers. Servants enjoyed a decent success rate when their petitions
made it before justices, but it was rare for servants to choose, or for them to be
permitted to utilize, this path of problem solving. Servants were more likely to be
punished for any number of transgressions, most commonly for absconding,
bastardy, or fornication. In the latter years of the survey period, cases not
involving white indentured servants are the most enlightening, since they
exemplify the region's tum toward chattel slavery.
Indeed, in the ten years 1737-1746 servant petitions are infrequent, and
servant prosecutions drop off from previous decades. Instead, situations that had
once ordinarily involved servants versus masters now were matters between
slaves and the free white community. By the 174Os,punishment of slave crimes,
from petty theft to arson and murder, represented the reality of Chesapeake labor.
"Frank, a Negro man slave ... committed to goal [sic] on suspicion of breaking &
entering the store house of Richard Ambler esqr and stealing a piece of broad
cloth"-cases such as this become the normative master/servant, or
society/servant, contest before the court by mid-century. Servants were still
present, but slaves outstripped their numbers and importance to the economy."
A dearth of servant petitions in the court records, even in the early years of
the century when white servitude was still ubiquitous, is not the only problem
with relying on these cases to determine servant social ranking. Social conditions
invisible to the historian studying court records had influence over the servant
petitions. These invisible social conditions could even lead to conclusions about
servant social standing that are the complete opposite of what historians have
stated. In other words, some historians have assumed the number of servant
petitions, and their success rate, is equal to servant social ranking: more petitions
and a higher success percentage means a higher status. The primary problem with
this-that the successful cases were overwhelmingly issues of breached contract,
not maltreatment-has been discussed above. But could more cases be indicative
61 Brewer, Court Orders 1743-1746,63.
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of more servant maltreatment and a lower status? Such an interpretation is not
unreasonable: if servants were suffering more at the hands of their masters,
absorbing more abuse and having their contracts of indenture disregarded, then
the servants of such an environment would have more reasons to sue. Hence the
quandary exists-more servant petitions indicates a lower overall status and less
petitions means a higher station."
Other problems also arise. Even if the success rates were high, especially
in the earlier decades of the eighteenth century, most of the cases were contract
disputes. The lack of abuse petitions could either mean servants were not being
beaten or neglected at all, and were thus enjoying an easy existence, or they knew
it was useless to press charges. Abusive masters were most likely eluded by
extra-legal means, such as running away. As discussed above, the cases of
servant prosecution and the work done by other historians in runaway
advertisements suggest this is true. But what about latter years of the York
County survey, when servant petitions became infrequent? The contention that in
these years servants were suffering a decline in status could be upended by the
same logic that says more petitions indicates greater mistreatment. Few servant
petitions could be the result of the improved social status of servants who no
longer had reasons to take their masters before the justices.
Still other factors would have affected a servant's decision and ability to
head to the court to solve a dispute. Accessibility of the court would have been
62 I am indebted to Nate Oman of the William & Mary Law School for helping
formulate these ideas.
important. If the court were far away from a servant's residence, or he had
difficulty getting there, he might have decided against the legal avenue to solve
his disputes. Another servant might have been dissuaded by her master from
pursuing the legal route. Either way, most settled their issues away from the
courts, and it is, of course, impossible to compile any data or statistics on how
servants fared in these unrecorded interactions. The events, actions, and decisions
that preceded each case are invisible to the historian, as are the nuances of the
hearings themselves.
These are the weaknesses of counting only servant petitions to investigate
colonial society and labor. Still the historian does not have to be empty-handed
when it comes to establishing servants' sociolegal status. Instead, as I have tried
to illustrate, it is important that caution be taken when drawing conclusions about
servant status, especially when court records are the primary area of research.
There is not enough evidence to support the claim that, as a whole class, white
servants improved in status relative to other classes through the eighteenth
century. But the determination that white indentured servants declined in
status-along with the caveat that skilled laborers and apprentices becoming more
valuable to society-is buoyed by much more supporting evidence and overall
plausibility. When only servant petitions are counted, one can merely determine
that servants had the ability to sue their masters. What these cases indicate about
servant social position beyond such broad generalizations is impossible to tell.
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But by uniting the whole servant caseload, petitions and punishments, with
aspects of the existing historiography on servants and colonial society, achieving
a new and informative synthesis is possible. The pattern of declining unskilled
(increasingly convict) status and an improving status of skilled labor dovetails
with work that has been done on the treatment of convict laborers in the British
colonies, the changing nature of labor practices in the Chesapeake, and the
growing demand for skilled servants in the eighteenth century. Alan Atkinson,
drawing on materials ranging from statute laws to manuscripts, describes how
convict servants went from being considered "normal" indentured laborers in the
early decades of the eighteenth century to being regarded as little better than
slaves by the Revolution. In an article that builds on the plight of unskilled
convict labor, Michael Kennedy tells us that physical abuse of these servants
increased throughout the middle decades of the century. Judging by servant
runaway advertisement in colonial newspapers-his primary research
evidence-Kennedy's observations of more abuse and pejorative descriptions of
runaways parallels Atkinson's analysis of servant legal protections.
On the supply side of the colonial economy, David Galenson along with
the "Chesapeake School" historians have documented the changes of the planters'
demand for labor. Planters preferred unskilled English servants in the seventeenth
century, and slaves in the eighteenth century. Similarly, planters increasingly
demanded white servants for skilled work on the plantations. These desirable
servants made their appearances in the records with growing regularity as the
eighteenth century progressed, and they fared well in their dealings with the law.
Apprentices won most of the petitions against their masters, and no criminal
proceedings against an apprentice were identified in the years of the survey.
The quest to determine the social and legal status of a subset of colonial
society is a complicated venture. The likelihood of arriving at an accurate
analysis increases as the historian utilizes more sources and the scholarship
produced by other specialists. Indentured servants of the colonial era left few
records of their own; the documentation of their petitions and appearances before
local courts provide an unfiltered source of servant behavior and treatment. An
analysis of their sociolegal status should include these records, but should be
buttressed by work done in other areas related to indenture servitude. With this
approach I am led to the conclusions presented in this essay. Research into York
County's indentured servant petitions has shown that the subsets of skilled white
servants and unskilled indentured servants had important differences that only
became more pronounced with time. As colonial society and agriculture matured
and diversified, so did the colonies' labor force. To speak of a servant social
status in the eighteenth century is, in reality, to address the experiences of two
very different laboring classes.
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